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Global economy: spring in the air?
According to our
Nowcast, global
growth began to
slow in early 2018

We believe a range of
factors explain the
slowdown

According to our Nowcast, or “big data” approach to tracking the economic cycle,
global growth began to slow in early 2018, particularly outside of the US (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Nowcasts

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, data as of 14 May 2019. Past performance is not indicative
of future performance.

Figure 2 below summarises some of the potential factors behind the slowdown.
Figure 2: potential factors behind the 2018-19 global economic slowdown
The relationship between the US and China deteriorated through 2017, culminating in the US
imposing tariffs during 2018-19 and China retaliating accordingly.
Models suggest the direct economic impact can only explain part of the slowdown. However,
these models may understate the adverse impact of weaker confidence.

Our views
In our view, global
growth will run
around its trend pace
in the second half of
the year and into
2020. This is likely to
be a relatively
supportive
environment for risk
assets

In 2015-18, the US Federal Reserve (Fed) raised rates by 200bp. In early 2018, US bond
yields and the US dollar rose sharply, putting some emerging markets under pressure.
In 2017, authorities in China started to clamp down on credit growth amid increasing risks
associated with the rapid accumulation of corporate debt.
From late 2017, the flow of new non-bank or “shadow” credit began to fall sharply and almost
dried up during 2018, weakening domestic demand.
Helped by a wave of new product launches, semiconductor sales increased by around 60%
from April 2016 to October 2018.
Since then, however, they have fallen by around 25%, reflecting lengthening replacement
cycles and overcapacity, in addition to softer cyclical demand
In the auto sector, the impact of much weaker Chinese demand has been amplified by
tighter emissions regulations and changing consumer preferences (a move away from diesel
to petrol/electric hybrids or electric vehicles).
Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, as of 14 May 2019
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The picture is changing

Activity indicators
have recently
strengthened,
including in China

Importantly, the picture is beginning to change on a number of fronts. The latest
Nowcasts for March and April have shown an improvement (Figure 1 again), while
imports by China and other Asian economies have bounced-back.
More widely, China’s activity data have, on average, surprised to the upside of late.
The first sign of this was in the credit numbers (Figure 3).
Figure 3: China credit growth (6-month growth, annualised)

We believe the recent
upturn can persist
amid a dovish Fed,
and proactive
Chinese authorities

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, data as of 14 May 2019

Other indicators have also strengthened, most notably China’s manufacturing PMI
Index. This is important because China has tended to lead the global manufacturing
cycle. Given global service sector activity remains solid, an upturn in global
manufacturing would put the global economy back on track.
Better activity data have not been confined to China. US personal consumption
surged in March amid continued above-average levels of consumer confidence.
Elsewhere, Q1 eurozone GDP showed signs of life. We expect eurozone growth to
run around the rate seen in Q4 and Q1 through 2019, while China’s recovery should
benefit Japan too.
Additionally, there are some tentative signs that the tech and auto cycle headwinds
are fading. Orders of semiconductor manufacturing equipment picked up strongly in
Japan in March while the Taiwanese PMIs for the electronic and optical industry rose
in each of the three months to April. Auto sales in China also look to have stabilised.
Policy and political backdrop more supportive

While in its early stages, we believe the recent upturn in global growth indicators will
persist for two main reasons:

In our view, an
outlook of decent
growth is likely to be
relatively supportive
for risk assets

1. The Fed will remain dovish on the back of subdued core inflation and signals that
even if inflation picks up, it is prepared to accept a period of above-target inflation.
2. If the recent improvement in Chinese data proves to be a false dawn, the
authorities are likely to deliver further policy easing. However, it is important to
remember that the authorities are not trying to engineer a strong Chinese upturn for
fear of reflating the corporate debt bubble, so the recovery is unlikely to be as
pronounced as in 2016-2017.
Although the US/China trade conflict has recently escalated, the adverse economic
impact is likely to be manageable. Chinese authorities can ease policy further and the
Fed could cut rates. Ultimately, it remains in both sides’ interests to eventually strike a
deal. We continue to monitor developments closely.
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Overall, we see global growth running around its trend pace in the second half of the
year and into 2020. The mix of growth by country is likely to change, with the US
slowing gradually while China sees some further improvement. Stronger Chinese
growth plus a dovish Fed should also support growth in the rest of the world.

Market Considerations

In our view, an outlook of decent growth is likely to be relatively supportive for risk
assets, given inflation pressures remain largely subdued and central banks are more
dovish.
Recent macro developments are thus consistent with our overweight call on global
equities, especially in the context of still-low developed market yields, where we are
not being compensated for taking risks related to unexpected changes in interest
rates or inflation.
Dominic Bryant & Hussain Mehdi, Macro Strategists
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Important information:
The contents of this document may not be reproduced or further distributed to any person or entity, whether in whole or in
part, for any purpose. All non-authorized reproduction or use of this document will be the responsibility of the user and may
lead to legal proceedings. The material contained in this document is for general information purposes only and does not
constitute advice or a recommendation to buy or sell investments. Some of the statements contained in this document may
be considered forward looking statements which provide current expectations or forecasts of future events. Such forward
looking statements are not guarantees of future performance or events and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results
may differ materially from those described in such forward-looking statements as a result of various factors. We do not
undertake any obligation to update the forward-looking statements contained herein, or to update the reasons why actual
results could differ from those projected in the forward-looking statements. This document has no contractual value and is
not by any means intended as a solicitation, nor a recommendation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument in
any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not lawful. The views and opinions expressed herein are those of HSBC Global
Asset Management Global Investment Strategy Unit and HSBC Securities (USA) Inc. at the time of preparation, and are
subject to change at any time. These views may not necessarily indicate current portfolios’ composition. Individual portfolios
managed by HSBC Global Asset Management primarily reflect individual clients’ objectives, risk preferences, time horizon,
and market liquidity.
The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount
originally invested. Past performance contained in this document is not a reliable indicator of future performance while any
forecasts, projections and simulations contained herein should not be relied upon as an indication of future results. Where
overseas investments are held the rate of currency exchange may cause the value of such investments to go down as well
as up. Investments in emerging markets are by their nature higher risk and potentially more volatile than those inherent in
some established markets. Economies in Emerging Markets generally are heavily dependent upon international trade and,
accordingly, have been and may continue to be affected adversely by trade barriers, exchange controls, managed
adjustments in relative currency values and other protectionist measures imposed or negotiated by the countries with which
they trade. These economies also have been and may continue to be affected adversely by economic conditions in the
countries in which they trade. Mutual fund investments are subject to market risks, read all related documents carefully.
Please consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. The
prospectus, which contains this and other information, can be obtained by calling an HSBC Securities (USA) Inc.
Financial Advisor or call 888-525-5757. Read it carefully before you invest.
Investment and certain insurance products, including annuities, are offered by HSBC Securities (USA) Inc. (HSI), member
NYSE/FINRA/SIPC. In California, HSI conducts insurance business as HSBC Securities Insurance Services. License #:
OE67746. HSI is an affiliate of HSBC Bank USA, N.A. Whole life, universal life, term life, and other types of insurance are
provided by unaffiliated third parties and offered through HSBC Insurance Agency (USA) Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
HSBC Bank USA, N.A. Products and services may vary by state and are not available in all states. California license #:
OD36843. Investments, Annuity and Insurance Products: Are not a deposit or other obligation of the bank or any
of its affiliates; Not FDIC insured or insured by any federal government agency of the United States; Not
guaranteed by the bank or any of its affiliates; and subject to investment risk, including possible loss of principal
invested.
All decisions regarding the tax implications of your investment(s) should be made in consultation with your
independent tax advisor.
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